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Lecture 20

Last week we showed that support for terrorism within a given country does not tend to
come from the poorest people within the country.

But it could still be the case that terrorists tend to emerge more from relatively poor
countries than from relatively rich countries.

Krueger pursues this possibility, using a data set for which each data point describes a pair
of countries - one country in the pair is the target of terrorists and the other is the country
from which the attacks on the target country originate.
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For each pair of countries the dataset records the number of attacks by people from the
originating country made on people from the target country - it also records information on
each country alone and also on the pair.

The former type of information includes variables such as GDP per capita and population
while the latter information is the volume of trade and the geographical distance between
the two countries.

The following table summarizes results of a model that tries to explain the number of
incidents based on the explanatory variables.
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Here are some of the notable results from this analysis:
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1. The economic characteristics of the origin countries (GDP per capita and the growth
of GDP) do not seem to be associated with terrorist incidents but the richer the country
the more it is targeted

2. More civil liberties in the origin country and less civil liberties in the target countries are
associated with fewer terrorist incidents.

3. Greater population is associated with more terrorism.

4. More trade seems to be associated with less terrorism.

5. Greater distance between countries is associated with less terrorism between them.

6. Literacy does not seem to matter - this is the only variable connected directly with
education.
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7. Religion does not seem to matter.

8. Occupiers tend to get attacked and occupied countries seem to export terrorists.
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The Enders and Hoover (E & H) paper finds some evidence for a limited association
between poverty and terrorism.

The paper has two main innovations:

1. E & H distinguish between domestic terrorism and international terrorism, estimating
separate relationships for each. Specifically, they use the GTD database and classify as
“domestic” the events for which the location, perpetrators and victims all have the same
nationality. The categorize all the other events as “international”.

2. E & H consider nonlinear relationships, i.e., they allow for the possibility that the risk of
terrorism could be increasing with income within some ranges of income and decreasing
with income within some other ranges.

The following slide shows what the E & H data look like.
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It is clear that terrorism mostly affects that poorest countries – there is hardly any terrorism
once you get past GDP of $5,000 per capita.

Moreover, the pictures are truncated at $10,000 since there is only very limited activity
above that level.

There is a long, flat region beginning at $5,000 or even lower that will dominate any
regression across the whole GDP range, making it pretty much impossible to find a
statistically significant relationship between terrorism and GDP per capita extending over
the whole GDP range.
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Indeed, the estimated coefficients on the GDP variables are statistically insignificant in this
equation:
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However, E & H then divide the countries into low and high income classes based on World
Bank classifications and get significant coefficients on their GDP variables (those are now t
statistics in parentheses):
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E & H then smooth out the relationship between income and domestic terrorism, eliminating
the sudden jump in coefficients after the arbitrary switch from the low-income to the highincome equation. They hold population constant at its mean and get this smooth curve:
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The graph on slide 11 increases very slightly at very low income levels and then drops
sharply beginning at around $1,000 per capita.

Note that the graph is potentially confusing because E & H label the X axis in the [base e]
logarithm of GDP rather than in natural units – so, for example, a GDP of $1,000 per capita
corresponds to approximately 6.9 on the X axis.

The main point of the picture is that after you make the division into low and high income
countries then it does start to look like poverty is associated with terrorism.
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E & H also find that terrorist incidents are increasing in inequality as measured by Gini
coefficients:
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Here is the E & H picture for transnational terrorism:
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Economic Conditions and Suicide Terrorism

In lecture 19 and the beginning of this lecture we presented the views of Alan Krueger (and
others) that poverty and low education are not risk factors for people becoming terrorists.

Yet Ethan Bueno de Mesquita suggests that economic conditions can still have an effect on
how likely people are to turn to terrorism.

Let’s briefly review his theoretical argument before moving on to the empirical evidence.
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First rank all N people living in a country according to their suitability for use in a terrorist
organization - imagine that these numbers are stamped onto the foreheads of all of the
people on this list. :
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Note that this ranking is likely to be positively correlated with peoples’ education levels and
wages in the legitimate economy.

Now suppose that the terrorist organization is not keen to expand too far since it is a
secretive organization whose operatives might get exposed if there are too many of them –
in particular, we assume that the terrorist organization has a target size and refuses to
expand beyond this size.
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Second, rank the same N people according to how inclined they are to join a terrorist
organization (slide 19 below) - the strange numbers on this second list (below) are the
numbers stamped onto the people from the first ranking only now these numbers don’t
progress from smallest to largest because we are ordering based on how much these
people want to join the terrorist organization rather than based on how much the terrorist
organization wants them to join.

In making this ranking we leave aside economic considerations.

So, for example, the first person on the second list is considered by the terrorist to be very
incompetent for their purposes, i.e., he is low on the first list, but he is extremely keen to
join, i.e., he is on the top of the second list.

The last person on the list is highly competent but is totally uninterested in joining.
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Third, we account for economic conditions in the legal economy in a simplified way.

Summarize the state of the legal economy by the wage rate, “w” - when the economy is
doing well then w is high and when the economy is doing poorly then w is low.

M(w) is defined as the marginal individual who is just willing to join the terrorist organization
if asked - we assume that all individuals above M(w) on the list (slide 19) will also join if
asked since they are even more inclined than M(w) to join.
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As economic conditions improve, wages rise and M(w) rises, i.e., fewer and fewer people
are willing to join the terrorist organization (take some time to think about this because
these movements can be confusing).

However, the terrorist organization limits its expansion so when the economy is doing badly
and wages are low the terrorist organization takes advantage of its improved recruiting pool
by signing up better qualified people than it is able to do when economic conditions are
good.

In other words, good economic conditions translate into relatively low average quality of
terrorists and bad economic conditions translate into high average quality of terrorists.

That is the theory…..now for the empirical work by Benmelech et al..
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Benmelech et al. have data on 157 Palestinian suicide terrorists:
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“Academic education” here means at least some higher education.

19.7% in the sample have this, compared to only about 8% for the general population.

This is consistent with the Krueger perspective terrorist do not tend to be people with
unusually low education levels.

Benmelech et al. use the variables in panel B as measures of the importance of the targets
that are hit.

Note that the term “casualties” means killings plus injuries.
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Next, Benmelech et al have survey data on economic and demographic characteristics of
all the districts in the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
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The unemployment rate is extremely high according to the table although we should be
aware that the definition is non-standard.

This definition counts as unemployed anyone not working regardless of whether or not they
are trying to work.

Note that there is also a variable for what they call a “Group Specific Unemployment Rate”
which applies only to males aged 15 to 35.

139 out of the 157 suicide bombers in the data are in this age group.
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Finally there are district-level data on measures taken by the Israeli security forces.
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The equations Bemmelech et al. estimate are of the form:

They use a variety of variables to proxy for quality beginning with characteristics of the
individuals making the attacks (table 4), moving on to characteristics of the targets (table 5)
and finally characteristics of the outcomes of the attacks (table 7).
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It is important to understand here that the “i’s” in this equation refer to the individual
terrorists on the left-hand side of the equation.

Then, somewhat confusingly, the i’s on the right-hand side refer to the districts from which
the individual terrorists come.

So, for example, when quality is measured by whether or not a suicide terrorist has some
university education (“1” for yes and “0” for no) then the unemployment rate pertaining to
each suicide terrorist will be the unemployment rate in the district that terrorist comes from
(one period before he/she actually attempts to strike).

The table on the next slide gives results on the relationship between economic conditions
and the characteristics of suicide bombers.
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The right-hand-side variables in these estimations are all meant to be measures of the
quality of the suicide terrorists themselves - either they have some higher education (panel
A), they are a bit older, hence more mature (panel B) or they have some previous
experience (panel C).

Probably the most striking result in the table is that at least one of the unemployment
variables comes out positive and significant except in specification 6 - also, economic
inequality is positive and significant in most specifications.

These findings are consistent with the Bueno de Mesquita idea that terrorist organizations
can recruit better people when economic conditions are bad.

The next slide gives results on the relationship between economic conditions and the
characteristics of suicide attack targets.
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For this table the concept of high target quality is that the cities that are hit are relatively
large and/ or they are regional capitals.

Economic inequality always comes out positive and significant in these specifications while
unemployment also comes out positive and significant in two of the six specifications.

The next slide gives results on the relationship between economic conditions and the
outcomes of suicide attacks.
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These results on the impact of the attacks are rather ambiguous.

At least one of the unemployment measures is always significant but the sign changes
back and forth from positive to negative as we range across specifications so it is hard to
know what we should conclude about this variable.

For example, specification 1 suggests that suicide bombers are less likely to get caught
when unemployment rates are high while specifications 2 and 3 suggest exactly the
opposite – high unemployment rates are associated with high probabilities of getting
caught.
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For economic inequality the story is much cleaner than it is for unemployment:

1. Greater inequality is associated with a lower probability of getting caught across all three
specifications.

2. Greater inequality is associated with more casualties across all three specifications.

That said, unemployment is much more central to the Benmelech et al. story than is
inequality so the table on slide 33 has to be regarded as a fairly big disappointment for
Benmelech et al..
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You could say that just one out of the three tables returns mixed results so most of the
results are favorable to the Benmelech et al. theory.

But, really, this last table is the most important of the three because it evaluates the real
end product of all the effort directed at producing “high quality” suicide attacks.

In other words, we could ask how happy should terrorist organizations really be during
recessions?

Sure, these organizations may be able to recruit better qualified people who attack more
important targets than less qualified people would have been able to attack – but if, in the
end, these attacks do not do more damage than the attacks they launch when the economy
is doing well then it is not clear that recessions really help these organizations all that much
in the end.
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Finally, it has been a pleasure and a privilege to teach all of you. Keep working hard and I
will see you all at graduation!!
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